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Method Marine Supply Ltd. Catalogue
21. STANDARD HX 460S
This radio comes with a powerful Lithium-Ion rechargeable battery which doesn't
need to be completely discharged before recharging. It features solid aluminum
construction for superior toughness, and is completely submersible. Available with
black or silver housing.

About this catalogue
Due to overwhelming customer demand, we have created a comprehensive marine and industrial catalogue. We can also provide you with a series of customized catalogues which detail the full range of products available at Method Marine. The specific department catalogues available include: Industrial Lube and Oil, Marine Hardware, Marine Electronics, Clothing and
Footwear, Dive Gear, Electrical, Industrial Hose and Fittings, Tools, Paint and Fibreglass, and Ship and Industrial Safety.

22. STANDARD H1260 INTRE PID
The Intrepid is equipped with DSC emergency broadcast
function. This radio is completely water-proof and features the
tag calling system, tri scan function, and weather alert.

With competitive prices and free local delivery, we can help you save time, freight costs, and administrative expenses. We
care about your business, and hope that these catalogues are of some assistance.

How to use this catalogue
This catalogue represents a list of product lines that we stock rather than a complete listing of every item available within that
line. This would be an enormous undertaking, better left to the manufacturers. A price list is included as a separate attach ment
which will give a good indication of the scope of what we carry in stock, along with list pricing. There are many lines and
items which we can source in addition to those detailed in this catalogue. If you require additional information please call or
fax us with your request. We would be happy to provide you with manufacturers’ catalogues, custom quotations, and product
information.

23. UNI DE N
Uniden offers a value priced line of VHF radios, ideal for recreational use.

About this catalogue-customer feedback
After looking into printing costs, and the associated constraints around volume printing, we decided that it would be more co st
effective to design and print our own catalogues, using local contractors. This way we can continually update catalogues as
required. If you have any comments or suggestions, please fax them to Alcuin Design at 725-2111 attn. Steve Bernard, or email
us at

M E TH OD M AR I N E S U P P LY L TD . C OMPAN Y I N F OR M ATI ON
Mailing address

Box 219, 380 Main St. Tofino B.C. VOR 2ZO Canada

Phone Number

(250) 725-3251

Fax Number

(250) 725-2111

Revisions made Tuesday, June 04, 2013

24. ZERCOM
Zercom Marine is a new addition to the Method Marine electronics
department. We stock their universal fish finder.
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Method Marine Supply

Method Marine Electronics Lines
S TANDARD
We carry a great selection in this line of high qualify marine electronics. Standard communication
offers a 3 year warranty on their VHF radios, both hand held and base mounted. They also
manufacture a quality marine constructed GPS global map.

18. STANDARD GX1250S
Horizon Eclipse+ features programmable scanning, weather alert, 10
weather positions, over-sized LCD, and direct one-button access to
emergency channels. This radio comes with a 3 year waterproof
warranty.

19. STANDARD HX350S
The Horizon HX350S is a waterproof handheld VHF radio which exceeds
the JIS standards for waterproofing. With high impact case and large LCD
display, this is one hot unit.

20. STANDARD CP150
The CP150 GPS chart plotter combines a 12 channel WAAS receiver
with a chart plotter containing 500 waypoints and 30 reversible
routes.

At Method Marine, we are committed to stocking a wide range of marine electronics. We stock 4 major
brands of VHF radios: Icom, Standard, Uniden and Shakespeare. We also have hand-held GPS and
base mount GPS units, with regular and global map units. Icom, Standard, Garmin and Lowrance are
our GPS lines. Method Marine is now stocking 36 mile/4 kw marine radars made by Icom. We carry
many accessories in our marine electronics department, where you’ll find depth sounders, and marine
stereos and speakers. Come and have a look!
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1. APELCO
The Apelco line offers a variety of VHF radios, depth
sounders, GPS and radar systems. This is a high
quality line of marine electronics.

2. AQUA PAC
Aqua Pac makes marine quality dry packs for hand-held VHF radios,
cameras, cell phones and wallets. Keep your important things dry
while you are boating.

15. MORAD
The Morad line of VHF antennas is possibly the best available. The 156 HD
is the most popular on the west coast, and features a variety of mounting
options. These high quality units have more Db gain than similar length
versions, due to the loaded base of the antenna.

16. SEAWORTHY
Seaworthy audio equipment is another line of marine stereos
that we offer, with marine grade speakers and equipment at
a very competitive price. This line offers AM/FM cassette
players and AM/FM CD players.

3. GARMIN
Garmin offers the marine community a line of GPS electronics that will
suit any boater’s needs. From compact hand-held units, very well suited
for the hunter, to the full colour, DGPS ready, base mount units for the
serious boater. Some GPS units include maps and additional features,
and are value priced.

4. HUMM INGBIRD
Hummingbird offers a well priced line of depth
sounders for the recreational boater. These wellmade units will give you years of fun in the sun.

17. SHAKE SPE ARE
The Shakespeare group consists of marine VHF radios, AM/FM
and VHF antennas, antenna mounts, band separators, and
splitters. We also carry a complete range of coax cable and
connectors. and external VHF speakers and hailer speakers.
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11. JENSEN
Jensen offers high quality marine stereo systems
with water-proof speakers and water resistant CD
players. These are high output stereos with 45W of
power, and are well suited for the marine
environment.

12. POLY PLANER SPEA KERS
This is a complete line of water-proof speakers. They are bracket
mounted style, and are available in black or white, and in 100
watt or 200 watt per pair. These speakers feature low magnetic
fields, making little impact on your vessel’s operations.

ICOM
Icom is considered one of the leaders in marine communication and navigational electronics. They
offer handheld and base mount VHF radios in the low, middle and high price range. Included in this
top quality line are DGPS ready global maps and units complete with sounders and plotters. All Icom
VHF radios can be programmed with expansion channels that are off the normal VHF frequencies.

5. ICOM IC -M IV
The IC-MIV is ultra compact and waterproof, with a powerful long
lasting battery, and an optional speaker-microphone. An
alphanumeric indicator allows for easy-to-read number
descriptions. This is a submersible radio with a J15 rating of 7.

13. LOWRANCE
Lowrance makes a well known line of marine navigational products,
including economically priced sounders for the recreational user, as
well as sophisticated DGPS ready GPS/sounder complete units for the
demanding marine environment. Lowrance also offers a handheld GPS
with maps and plotter that can be downloaded off the internet.
6. ICOM IC -M45
The M45 is Icom's entry level VHF base mount radio, featuring
easy to use controls and water resistant construction. As with
all Icom products, this unit can be programmed with expansion
channels for more private communication.

14. MAXXIMA
Maxxima Marine produces an inexpensive line of marine stereos and
speakers. These units are not considered waterproof, but are ideal for
dry areas in the boat.
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7. ICOM IC -502
The IC-502 has a flush mount design, with water-proof
construction. It includes a smart speaker and an optional
connecting remote speaker. Easy-to-use dials and an emergency
distress button allow for convenient and safe operation. This unit is
also equipped with the DSC emergency function.

10. MR -570 RADAR
Icom makes this marine radar with the best marine construction
available. This 36 mile/ 4 kw radar produces a crisp, clear picture,
and features a 24” dome scanner, and easy-to-use screen with
menu prompts.

8. ICOM FP -561
The FP-561 has a 5.6” TFT colour LCD, 100W powerful dual
frequency video sounder, built-in 12 channel GPS, Navionics
electronic chart card, and a water resistant body.

9. IC-M402
The IC-M402 radio is equipped with the DSC emergency function in
a smaller, more compact unit. This radio is water-proof, and carries
a JIS rating of 7. All Icom radios can be programmed with private
channels. This unit is equipped with multi-scan features and
weather alert.

